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Abstract.
 
The article is devoted to the issues of formation of the linguis-

tic component in the education of students with disabilities. Special atten-

tion is paid to the personality oriented approach in learning: taking into ac-

count differences in the mental functions of the right and left hemispheres 

of the brain making it possible to determine the peculiarities of sensory per-

ception of the learning material by the children. The authors make a conclu-

sion about the importance of modality characteristics in the pupils which 

can be taken as a basis of formation of their orthographic literacy. The arti-

cle describes several types of exercises on the vocabulary words aimed to 

create and reinforce auditory, visual and kinesthetic images of the word in 

children with different modality characteristics. The authors determine the 

importance of lexical exercises in the system of orthographic work, the sig-

nificance of learning the syntagmatic connections of vocabulary words in 

connection with the development of vocabulary, grammar skills, speech 

coherence and orthographic literacy. In this connection, complex tasks pre-

supposing that the pupils’ attention is simultaneously focused on acquisition 

of orthography, correct pronunciation, word form derivation, activization of 

vocabulary and development of coherent speech are suggested in the article. 

The paper is addressed to university students in the field of training 

44.03.03. “Special (Defectological) Education”, pedagogues and all partici-

pants of the system of special education. 
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The linguistic component in the 

education of children with disabili-

ties is associated not only with ac-

quisition of the basic linguistic units 

and the rules of their usage but also 

with the formation of the ability to 

use oral and written speech for solu-

tion of the corresponding life prob-

lems. This fact is mentioned in all 

variants of the adapted basic general 

education programs (ABGEP) 

based on the Federal State Educa-

tional Standard (FSES) [11]. 

The linguistic component is in-

terpreted as concrete speech and 

language material: units of different 

linguistic levels (phonetic, lexical, 

and grammatical) and utterances 

determined by the lexical topic and 

the speech situation. Nevertheless, 

the word remains to be the main 

object of learning at education insti-

tutions realizing the ABGEP of 

education of persons with disabili-

ties, because it is the basic unit of 

language. Words serve as learning 

material for the study of the phonet-

ic composition of the lexeme and its 

syllabic structure; the rules of 

graphics and orthography are 

worked out on the basis of the 

spelling of concrete words; gram-

matical categories and word form 

derivation norms are mastered in 

the process of analysis of lexemic 

classes of different parts of speech. 

Still it is common knowledge 

that different students need different 

time to acquire the linguistic units 

in the learning material, which de-

pends not only on the peculiarities 

of their nosology and intellectual 

abilities but also on the specificity 

of perception of the incoming in-

formation [2; 8]. The aspects of this 

problem have been studied by 

R. Sperry [19] and his followers 

(S. Springer, G. Deutsch, C. Hanna-

ford, T.P. Khrizman, V.D. Ereme-

yeva, etc.). The works devoted to 

the study of the differences in the 

mental functions of the right and 

left hemispheres of the brain make 

it possible to take into account the 
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peculiarities of sensory perception 

of the learning material (including 

the linguistic one) by the pupils of 

the same academic class or group 

on the basis of perception modality 

[2; 8; 14]. 

In case of correct and timely di-

agnostics, this approach allows sub-

dividing the pupils according to the 

feature of preferred modality: the 

“right brain” ones – into visuals and 

kinesthetics. The former rely on 

visual perception in assimilation of 

information, the latter – on muscu-

lar, gustatory, olfactory, and tactile 

perception. For the “left brain” pu-

pils, or audials, auditory perception 

is the leading one. The pupils’ mo-

dality characteristics are “one of the 

most powerful filters casting the 

model of the world of man 

…Should one and the same thing be 

given to visuals, audials, and 

kinesthetics in turn, we can see that 

the first will gaze at it, the second 

will ask you to tell them about it, 

and the third will start feeling it” [7, 

p. 105]. 

Studies in the given area also 

show that the majority of pupils 

belong to the group of persons with 

dual hemisphericity, and “pure” 

visuals, kinesthetics and audials 

experience significant difficulties in 

various kinds of learning activity 

[4]. The diagnostics of the dominant 

modality, as well as the discovery 

and consideration of psychophysical 

peculiarities of the pupils, facilitates 

the realization of the personality 

oriented approach and creates fa-

vorable conditions for successful 

acquisition of the learning material. 

Within the framework of lin-

guistic component formation, mod-

ern didactics lays special emphasis 

on orthographic literacy of the pu-

pils which is an important precondi-

tion for the development of linguis-

tic personality and linguistic cul-

ture. Orthographic literacy helps stu-

dents to master school subjects and 

influences socialization (L.I. Ay-

darova, T.D. Bochkarova, V.F. Iva-

nova, G.N. Pristupa, T.G. Ramza-

yeva, V.V. Repkin, N.S. Rozhdes-

tvenskiy, A.V. Tekuchev, etc.). Nev-

ertheless, the formation of ortho-

graphic literacy is always problem-

atic, especially while teaching chil-

dren with disabilities. 

Special methods operate a well-

designed and to a large extent 

algorithmized system of formation 

of orthographic skills [1]. The 

methods and techniques used in it 

(orthographic pronouncing accom-

panied by copying and without it, 

visual-preventive dictations, learn-

ing graphic schemes, underlining 

and singling out, lists of “catch-

phrases”, writing from memory, 

etc.) can be modified with reference 

to the personality oriented approach. 

In this context, quite interesting is 

the classification of orthographic 

exercises suggested by N.S. Rozh-

destvenskiy as far back as 1960, 

which takes into account the charac-

ter of the analyzers involved in do-
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ing these exercises. The classifica-

tion singles out exercises based on 

visual perception (copying), audito-

ry perception (dictations), and kin-

esthetic perception (morphemic and 

word-building analysis, division of 

words into syllables) [13]. The mo-

dality characteristics of the pupils 

allow choosing exercises most suit-

able for the formation of ortho-

graphic literacy [10; 14]. 

The work on the words with tra-

ditional spelling is carried out in 

several areas: lexical work (enrich-

ment, specification and activization 

of vocabulary); work on the word’s 

morphemic structure and word 

building patterns; grammar work 

including study of morphological 

features and syntactic potential of 

the words with traditional spelling; 

orthographic work proper, combin-

ing the skills of phonetically correct 

spelling and formation of the skills 

to spell according to the rule. With 

these areas in mind, practical teach-

ers suggest regarding each word 

with traditional spelling included in 

the textbook from different angles 

[17]. Here are some examples. 

 
ÁDRES (address), -а, pl. -а, -

оv , м. 1. Inscription on the letter 

or other mail indicating the desti-

nation and name of the addressee. 

2. Place where a person lives; the 

name of this place. 

Cognate words. Adresok, 

adresant, adresat. Adresnyy, 

adresovannyy. Adresovat’, adreso-

vat’sya. 

Phrases, sentences. Tochnyy 

adres. Peremenit’ adres. Slu-

zhebnyy adres. Dat’ svoy adres. 

Poprosit’ adres. 

Etymology. Borrowed from 

the Polish language in the 

18th century. The Polish word 

adres goes back to the French 

word adresse. 

OTÉCHESTVO (motherland 

or fatherland), -а; ср. The country 

where a person was born the citi-

zen of which he/she is. 

Cognate words. Otechestven-

nyy. Otecheskiy. 

Phrases, sentences. Lyubov’ k 

otechestvu. On zashchishchal 

svoye otechestvo. 

Etymology. Derived from the 

Old Russian отьць — (otets – fa-

ther) by means of loan translation 

(calque) from the Greek patria. 

 

The dictionary entry for each 

lexeme contains the general gram-

matical characteristic of the word 

with traditional spelling, its lexical 

meaning, list of cognate words, 

phrases and sentences with the 

word, and the word’s etymology. 

A detailed description of the words 

with traditional spelling can help to 

organize orthographic work with 

reference to personality oriented 

characteristics of the pupils with 

disabilities. Below are examples of 

tasks with the traditionally spelt 

words from grades 5-8 textbooks 

for children with intellectual disa-

bilities. They are mostly lexical 

exercises, although the tasks for 

children with different modality 
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characteristics can be reformulated 

and specified (“listen to”, “write 

down”, “copy”, “divide”, etc.). Vo-

cabulary entries in pupils’ work-

books may serve as models for the 

tasks completion. 

1. Subdivide the words into groups 

according to the common meaning:  

frukty, pomeshcheniye, zhivot-

noye (yabloko, zhiraf, foyYE, 

komnata, medved’, vokzal, apel’sin, 

verblyud, zavod). 

2. Find a word that does not fit in 

each line. Underline it. Explain the 

principle of the word choice. 

Zapad, sever, veter, vostok. 

Pechen’ye, konfeta, apel’sin, 

morozhenoye. 

Penal, tetrad’, telefon, karandash. 

3. Complete the word combina-

tions with the words from the 

brackets with a suitable meaning: 

Prizemlit’sya na …. Rabotat’ na …. 

Plyt’ v …. Uchastvovat’ v… 

(ekskavator, aerodrom, demonstra-

tsiya, okean). 

4. Group the words according to 

the topic. 

Doloto, mandarin, molotok, 

apel’sin, limon, pila. 

5. Find synonyms to the words 

beseda, znamya, doroga. Make up 

sentences with them. 

6. Find antonyms to the words 

zashchita, pobeda, do svidaniya. 

Make up sentences with them. 

7. Name with one word: 1000 met-

rov — …; sentyabr’, oktyabr’, 

noyabr’ — …; zhiteli strany, 

oblasti, goroda — … 

8. Make up word combinations 

with the words okean, muzhchina, 

serviz: 

a) ogromnyy, zloy, dobryy; 

b) bol’shoy, farforovyy, krasivyy; 

c) tikhiy, ogromnyy, siniy. 

9. Say when the words have fig-

urative meaning. 

Zheleznaya volya. Semena vra-

zhdy. Zheleznaya ruda. Semena 

pshenitsy. Zheleznaya doroga. Zhe-

leznyy nozh. 

10. Substitute the word kartina in 

the following sentences with the 

synonyms proizvedeniye, kinofil’m, 

vid. 

V nashem kinoteatre pokazy-

vayut novuyu kartinu. Na vystavke 

byli predstavleny kartiny molodykh 

khudozhnikov. S vershiny gory ot-

krylas’ prekrasnaya kartina. 

11. Rearrange the sentences to make 

up a text. Single out the words with 

traditional spelling. 

Ozhivayet i bereza. Nastupil 

mart. Derev’ya ozhivayut. Korni 

eye nachinayut zhadno vysasyvat’ 

vlagu iz zemli. 

Lexical exercises should be giv-

en special place in the system of 

orthographic work. First, it is neces-

sary to explain object-based and 

conceptual correlation of the word, 

as the word is simultaneously a unit 

of speech and a unit of thinking [3]. 

Acquaintance with the word object-

based correlation may be effected 

by its inclusion in the context or via 

means of visual support. The for-

mation of the conceptual correlation 
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of the word takes a more complicat-

ed route, which presupposes the 

inner separation of the word from 

the object. It is necessary to form 

the following skills in the pupils 

with disabilities at this stage: to 

figure out the meaning of the word 

(semasiological approach) and to 

recognize the word by the explana-

tion of its lexical meaning (ono-

masiological approach). 

Work with synonyms, antonyms 

and homonyms, polysemy, direct 

and transferred meanings is carried 

out on the material of words with 

traditional spelling. The pupils are 

asked to find the words under study 

in the text, to figure out their mean-

ing, to make up syntactic units with 

them (phrases and sentences of var-

ious types), to comment on the us-

age of the given lexeme in the con-

text. Studying words with tradition-

al spelling is closely connected with 

the lexical (lexico-grammatical) 

exercises in which it is required to 

explain polysemy and stylistic 

shades of meaning of a lexeme in a 

synonymic row, and to use the word 

in a phrase, sentence or text. 

In the process of formation of 

the linguistic component in the edu-

cation of pupils with disabilities, it 

is necessary to take into account 

systemic relations between the lex-

eme and other linguistic units. In 

order to form speech and language 

habits and skills, it is desirable to 

conduct special exploration of syn-

tagmatic and paradigmatic connec-

tions of the given word: to build up 

synonymic rows with the word under 

learning and single out the dominant, 

to pick up antonyms with reference 

to polysemy, and to unite lexemes in 

topical vocabulary groups. 

The word is always in systemic 

relations with other units of lan-

guage. Therefore, with the purpose 

of more successful formation of 

lexical skills, it is feasible to under-

take observations of paradigmatic 

and syntagmatic connections of the 

given word. Exercises on paradig-

matic connections facilitate the de-

velopment of such properties in 

children as the ability to select syn-

onyms and antonyms, build up syn-

onymic rows and single out a domi-

nant. It is important to unite words 

into topical groups (“unity of words 

based on the classification of the 

objects themselves, but not on the 

lexico-semantic ties of the words”) 

[16, p. 231] and lexico-semantic 

groups (“unity of two, several or a 

multitude of words based on their 

lexical meanings”) [16, p. 231]. 

The definition of the word under 

learning with orphogram develops 

the learners’ skills to include it 

(sometimes via lexical substitution) 

in the contexts of different levels: 

word combination, sentence, text. 

And it is necessary to visually 

demonstrate the differences in the 

lexical and grammatical combina-

bility of the word to the pupils. 

Lexical combinability presup-

poses the ability of a word to be 
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used alongside other words in a 

speech segment. Syntactic combin-

ability means the ability of a lexeme 

to realize various grammatical ties 

with other words, taking into ac-

count its belonging to a certain part 

of speech or lexico-grammatical 

category [9]. 

It is also necessary always to 

remember about the valency of the 

word, its ability to join subordinate 

words in concrete grammatical 

forms without which its usage in 

speech is incomplete [6]. Know-

ledge about word valency does not 

only form linguistic habits and 

skills but also spoken ones. 

Special attention in the process 

of formation of the linguistic com-

ponent should be paid to complex 

tasks presupposing that the pupils’ 

attention is simultaneously focused 

not only on acquisition of ortho-

graphic rules but also on correct 

pronunciation, word form deriva-

tion and usage, activization of vo-

cabulary and development of dia-

logic and monologic speech. Such 

tasks may include the following: 

– work with dictionaries (ortho-

graphic and explanatory); 

– choice of synonyms and anto-

nyms to the word under learning; 

– etymological analysis which fa-

cilitates comprehension and im-

proves correctness and stability of 

memory of the words with tradi-

tional spelling; the etymological 

reference contains information 

about the origin of the word, its 

primary meaning, helps to find out 

its historical composition – refer-

ence to the history of the word may 

sometimes help to motivate its con-

temporary spelling; 

– various kinds of work with 

phraseological units, riddles and 

extracts from poems and prosaic 

literary texts, solving and making 

up of simple cross-word puzzles; 

– making up word combinations 

and sentences with the word under 

study, and constructing short texts 

from the word combinations ob-

tained. 

We believe that the use of audi-

tory, visual and kinesthetic images 

of the word in combination with the 

traditional methods and techniques 

may facilitate the realization of the 

personality oriented approach in the 

formation of the linguistic compo-

nent in the education of pupils with 

disabilities. Purposive work with 

different aspects of linguistic units 

(lexicological, grammatical and 

orthographic) is considered to be a 

most important area of rehabilita-

tion of not only speech but also 

psychological development of the 

pupils [11]. The improvement of the 

lexical aspect of speech and ortho-

graphic literacy greatly helps to 

overcome the problems of social 

adaptation and development of cog-

nitive activity and forms the foun-

dation of communication for chil-

dren with disabilities. 
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